How to draw a sleepy baby owl

1. First draw a fat “U” shape that bends in at the top.

2. Connect the top with a curve that goes into the “U.” This will give the baby owl some ears.

3. Draw two circles for the baby owl’s eyes. Look at the drawing to see where to put them.

4. Two curved lines will make the baby owl look sleepy. Don’t forget some straight lines for eyelashes.

5. Draw a small upside-down triangle for the beak.

6. Another short “U” will make the baby owl’s tummy.

7. Add some round squished together “w”s to give the baby owl some feathers. Draw two more large “W”s to make the feet.

8. The baby owl also needs some wings. Draw two curved lines on either side of the baby owl’s body.

Shhhh! Don’t wake the baby.

Remember to draw lightly at first, so you can erase later.